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My talking tom 2 gameplay



This app is only available on the App Store for iPhone and iPad. From the creators of My Talking Tom comes a new global hit game, My Talking Tom 2! In this cool free game, famous pet cat Tom goes on an amazing life adventure! COOLEST CAT ON THE BLOCK: Talking Tom is funnier
and livelier than ever before! It responds to everything players do and every day are new surprises! DAILY ENTERTAINMENT: Players can feed Him when he's hungry, wash him when he's dirty, put him to bed when he's tired, and take him to the bathroom when he's... I really have to go! I
can watch him grow up to be a big happy cat! NEW MINI GAMES: There are brand new mini games to play, including puzzle games, action games and Tom's first multiplayer mini game! EXPLORING NEW WORLDS: Tom's plane can be used to discover exciting new worlds. Players can fly
and bring back amazing treasures and use them to dress Up Toma or decorate his house. TOM'S PETS: Yes, Tom has a pet, and there are four more pets to discover! Each of them has its own appearance and personality. Players can try to feed them to see what happens! PLAY FOR
FREE! My Talking Tom 2 offers users exclusive monthly subscriptions, allowing access to exclusive additional gaming features, as optional in-app purchases. The Gamer Pack (Gaming monthly subscription) - which offers the ability to continue playing 4x per mini-game session and
unlimited energy to play mini-games - is priced at 5.99 per month, with first month payments reduced to -50% ($2.99). The Daily Pack ( Tom's monthly subscription) - which offers daily packages (750 flight tokens, 2 soaps, 3 foods) - is priced at 5.99 per month, with first month payments
reduced to -50% ($2.99). Vip Pack (VIP monthly subscription) - which offers daily packages (750 flight tokens, 2 soaps, 3 foods), an option to continue playing 4x per mini game and unlimited energy to play mini-games - is priced at 9.99 per month, with the payout for the first month reduced
to -50% ($4.99). Payment will be charged to your Apple ID account to confirm your purchase. The subscription is automatically renewed unless cancelled at least 24 hours before the end of the current subscription period. Your account will be charged for renewal for 24 hours before the end
of the current subscription period. You can manage and cancel subscriptions by going to your App Store account settings after you make a purchase. When you cancel your subscription, the cancellation will apply from the next subscription period onwards. Note that deleting the app does
not result in unsubscribe. You can return your purchase in the in-game store screen. The first month discount is only available for iOS versions from 11.2 up. This app contains:- Promotion of outfit7 products and advertising;- Links that direct users to outfit7 websites and other apps;-
Personalize content to encourage users to replay the app;- YouTube integration to help Allow you to watch video videos Outfit7 animated characters;- In-app purchase option;- Items to buy (available at different prices) using virtual currency, depending on player progress; i- Alternative
options for accessing all functionality of the app without in-app purchases using real money. Terms of Privacy policy: privacy policy: world privacy policy: support: support@outfit7.com HOLIDAYS ARE HERE! There's been a sprinkling of snow and Tom's ready for the holidays. Meet the
snowman and enjoy the festive food and clothes. Sometimes when I try to look at the ad to do something my game will crash, but it will not return to the normal iPad home screen ... so the creators of this game please read this (good suit7), but in any case please fix this! But besides, this
game is the best! Tom's cute, he's got a lot of great types of clothes, and my favorite... Whatever you say in a sweet voice Tom says it I also like the blender to make a drink for Tom and the price of your style where Tom and someone else's Tom have a fashion show basically who gets the
most votes on their clothes wins! And plus nothing costs good if you want to get more money or something.... You can do it, but you can do a few more things, and I've forgotten those other things... But if you've ever decided to get this game your decision is perfect because this game is fun
funny and most of all the best game I've ever had! Also the creators of this game I have a suggestion maybe we can have a few toms I know it's a lot of work but more fun! Thank you for reading my review and remember that you are perfect!  I played this game for about a month and then
deleted it. Later, I downloaded it again for less than a week, then deleted it. The concept of this game is cool. You can take care of your own pet cat (it looks and behaves like a child, in addition to different colored furs, tails and ears). I'm a little older than the target audience and I've noticed
that some ads might be inappropriate or upsetting for young children. It also becomes boring after a while. In My Angela, another game of outfit7, the gameplay is a little more interesting and addictive. Another problem with this app is that you watchEd Toma go to the bathroom. You can't
see anything, but it's a little inappropriate. One problem that many reviews talk about, but I disagree with is the man in Those Eyes. First of all, I've never seen him in my entire game. Secondly, from what I hear, it's just a few pixels in Tom's eye that happen to resemble a person. Third, if
there's a person in Tom's eyes, it's probably just details so he looks like he sees you. In the end, parents, you know that Tom repeats what your child says; It's part of the game! That's my opinion on this issue, and I would recommend this app only to children over 6, with parents who
understand that this app has little questionable content. Thank you for reading it. I am aware that this game is directed towards children 4-8 y/o. I'm 14 y/o and play this game, mostly for nostalgia. I played Outfit7 games back in the days when Talking Tom came out (I was about 4), and I've
been playing My Talking Tom since it was first released when I was 11 or 12. Lately I've been seeing a bunch of ads for this game and I decided, why not?, so I took it down. I play it for a few hours in total, and I'd say I like this game, I don't like it, but it's based on personal preferences. I find
this game to be more childish than the first My Talking Tom game (not that the first game wasn't childish), the visuals are much softer and everything is 10 times easier. However, I can't complain about it because it's geared towards young children, as I said earlier. I can't really see myself
enjoying this game as long-term as I did with my first Talking Tom game (partly because of my age when MTT came out compared to my age now, and partly because of personal preferences), but I recommend 10/10 if you are under 8 years of age, or if you are a parent or smth and want to
keep your child (s) busy for some time The developer, Outfit7 Limited, has indicated that the app's privacy practices may include data handling as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following information can be used to track on all apps and sites
owned by other companies: Purchase location identifiers of user content User Identifiers Data Diagnostics The following information may be collected and linked to your identity: Location purchase User identifiers user identifiers Use privacy practices may vary, for example, depending on the
features you use or your age. Learn more The app's development website supports privacy policies
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